PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Black Rubber Acid Gauntlet 		 14”

		

code

GLOV

code

GLOV25

code

GLOV40

Extra Protection when handling Nitric or other acids.

Disposable Latex Gloves

		

Box of 100

Assorted sizes S/M/L/XL		
All purpose disposable gloves.

Green Grip Gloves 				Pack of 12		
Assorted sizes M/L/XL

		

Green Nitrile Gloves
Assorted sizes 8/9/10
Provides protection when spraying and using pesticides.

Gloves Showa Allgrip Black/Green or Green/Yellow
Assorted sizes 7/8/9/10
Rubber Palm for good grip, good dexterity.

Gripster Skins Glove Orange or Black

Box of 50		

Assorted sizes 8/9/10
A powder free nitrile glove with dexterity level 5 and
fish scale grip with extra thickness.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Masks

Mask Disposable Valved

Pack of 10 		

code

MASK08

Box of 50		

code

MASK12

code

MASK13

Filter for low to average toxicity solids
EN149 : 2001 + A1

Mask Disposable Dust
Large particle non-toxic dust filter

Mask Scott Profile Half Face Reusable

		

An advanced twin-filter half-face mask that combines comfort,
protection and low through life costs. Leak-proof and secure fit to
provide respiratory protection in a wide variety of applications.
M5532071

Mask Filters for Scott Profile Half Face (pair) 		

code

MASK14

code

MASK15

A1B1E1K1P3R Combination

Mask Full Face 3M Type 6800 Reusable

		

Full protection for eyes, mouth and nose against particulates,
gases and vapours. Soft, non-allergenic, elastomeric face-piece.
Extremely lightweight and with balanced four-strap head suspension
for high comfort. Scratch resistant face lens with broad field of vision.

Mask Filter for 3M Full Face (pair) 				code

FILT06

A2B2E2K2P3R
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Microgard Hooded Overall Green or White, Disposable

code

OVER05

Medium/Large/XL/XXL
For use when spraying pesticides. Chemical repellent fabric with
hood and elasticated cuffs.

Earmuffs

		

code

EARM02

Peltor optime 11 H520A
Suitable for use with light machinery and normal noise hazards.

Goggles Safety - Anti Mist					code

GOGG01

Clear polycarbonate lens, mist resistant.

Rainwear Suit 2-Piece

code

RAIN02

Breathable waterproof jacket and pants for weather protection.

Wellington Boot Steel Toe 					code

BOOT01

Available Sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11.
Steel toe cap. Protective steel midsole. PVC Nitrile construction.
Washable nylon lining.

Headband CB14
Visor for Headband CV84A
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TraffiGLOVE (Cut level 1) 					

code

GLOV39

Gripster Thermal Plus Gloves 				code

GLOV27

Assorted sizes
Exceptional quality and value, lightweight handling glove.
Offers outstanding dexterity, comfort and fit.
Polyurethane coating to the palm and fingertips.

Assorted sizes.
Farming/Gardening/DIY.

Gripster Technical Work Gloves 				code

GLOV32

Assorted sizes.

ThermoStar Gloves 						code

GLOV36

Assorted sizes.
Warehousing/Construction/Coldstore use.

ChemPlus Nitrile Gloves (powder free)

Size 9		
						Size 10		

code
code

GLOV29			
GLOV30

code
code

VEST01			
VEST02

Nitrile gloves, powder free, extra thick, strong and long.

Hi-Vis Vest					Large		
						Xtra large
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Technology to keep you dry and warm
Experience Dry Comfort.
The DexShell products were developed to have waterproof and
breathable performance as well as the wear comfort by using
the patent pending technology and superb quality materials. With
DexShell engineered products, you will be absolutely free from the
uncomfortable clammy feeling on your hands, feet and head in the wet
and cold outdoor environments.
DexShell knitted waterproof gloves are constructed with Merino
wool inner liner with naturally moisture absorbing and antibacterial
properties. DexShell waterproof socks are 100% waterproof
and highly breathable with thermal performance. They are fabricated with best-in-class construction
technology to fit closely to the feet as usual outdoor socks. DexShell beanie hats are made of DexShell
patent pending lamination technology with the unique waterproof and windproof performance.

DexShell Glove ThermFit		

(size M/L) 		

code

GLOV41/42

Seamless waterproof breathable close fitting gloves. Constructed with Merino wool
inner liner with naturally moisture absorbing and anti-bacterial properties. Ideal for
a wide range of outdoor activities where there is a need to keep hands dry and warm.

DexShell Glove Alpine 		

(size L) 			

code

GLOV43

Seamless waterproof breathable gloves. Close fitting and very flexible with thermal
performance inner. Ideal for a wide range of outdoor activities where need to keep
hands dry and warm.

DexShell Sock Trekking 		

(size M/L/XL)		

code

SOCK01/02/03

Black with olive green stripe. Mid-calf length, mid weight merino wool terry loop sock.
Suitable for trekking, hiking and activities in arduous wet environments where there
is a need to keep your feet from feeling cold and clammy.

DexShell Sock HyTherm Pro 		

(size M/L) 		

code

SOCK04/05

Black with Tangelo Red stripe
Mid-calf length thermal sock. The Merino wool terry loop piles cover the full inside
of the sock, offering the exceptional thermal protection and comfortable fit to mid-calf.

DexShell Beanie Solo Hat 		

(one size fits all)

code

HAT02

An excellent performance waterproof headwear by DexShell engineered construction
technology. Can be used whenever or wherever you need to keep head warm and dry in cold,
windy, or snowy weather.
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